Saving Face

New clean beauty brands are turning up across Asia, from
Hong Kong with Akar Skin and its organic, wild-harvested
ingredients from Tibet, and South Korea with Beigic and
its vegan formulas starring green coffee-bean extract.

As natural cosmetics and non-toxic skincare
continue the leap from alternative add-on to
mainstream must-have, we set out to discover
the best clean beauty brands across Asia.
writer Rachel Read

CLEANING UP YOUR ACT HAS NEVER been easier
—and with global sales of natural cosmetics reaching
US$36 billion last year (and expected to grow to US$54
billion by 2027), the clean beauty scene is positively
booming. Asia is no exception, with hundreds of homegrown brands emerging in the past decade, while retailers
like Sephora and Net-A-Porter have upsized their arsenal
of clean beauty products in response to consumer demand.
“Customers today are extremely learned when
it comes to skincare,” says Hayley Teo, founder of
Singapore-born clean skincare range Rooki. “They
want more out of their products, and many of them
have rejected legacy brands for those that are cleaner,
more intentional and intelligently formulated.”
While the term “clean beauty” is currently
unregulated by the cosmetics industry, it typically
equates to products formulated without potentially
harmful ingredients—parabens, sulfates, phthalates,
and synthetic colours and fragrances being the most

frequently cited. That ethos often goes hand in hand
with other clean concerns, like being cruelty-free or
vegan, using only natural ingredients, practicing
sustainable and ethical sourcing, manufacturing
locally and using eco-friendly packaging.
Wondering where to begin? We’ve traversed the
region, from Japan and South Korea to Thailand and
Indonesia, and rounded up the top brands creating
a buzz among clean beauty buffs.

JAPAN
Originating in the Iwate Prefecture around 20 years
ago, Japan’s Slow Life movement has increasingly gained
momentum. A response to the rapid industrialisation
and consumption that once characterised the country, it
urges residents to live a life “more human, more natural
and more simple”—ideals that chime perfectly with a
desire for clean beauty, as highlighted by home-grown
skincare line DAMDAM.
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“The idea of DAMDAM is to create what we call
‘Slow Beauty’,” explains co-founder Giselle Go. “It’s
about what products you use and whether they
truly are beneficial to your skin, your health and the
environment.” Therefore, its skincare collection features
100% natural ingredients, with zero fillers, synthetics
or potential toxins like parabens, petrochemicals and
phthalates; furthermore, they’re all ethically sourced from
environmentally friendly suppliers, with an emphasis on
supporting local industry by using only Asian ingredients.
Sharing that philosophy is another Japan-born
brand, MiMC. Its founder Kotobuki Kitajima started
the line after noticing how certain chemicals triggered
her skin allergies… a discovery helped by the fact she
studied chemistry at university! As a result, MiMC
uses only plant extracts and natural minerals that
are beneficial for skin—eyeshadows, for instance,
feature moisturising rosehip oil—and omits the likes
of petroleum-based chemicals as well as synthetic
preservatives, colours and fragrances. And just like
DAMDAM, all of MiMC’s products are cruelty-free
and proudly manufactured in Japan.

SOUTH KOREA

Clockwise from left: Japan’s DAMDAM advocates a
slower and simpler approach to skincare; dear, Klairs
from South Korea also promotes a “simple but enough”
philosophy; fellow South Korean brand Beigic focuses
on fair-trade, plant-based, food-grade ingredients.
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ingredients. Beigic’s magic ingredient? Green
coffee-bean extract, sourced sustainably from Peru
and loaded with revitalising antioxidants, amino
acids and vitamin E, which is used in every item in
its skin-, body- and haircare range.

HONG KONG
“There are more indie [beauty] brands coming to
Hong Kong and consumers are more open-minded,”
says Diane Van Zwanenberg, founder of local brand
Coconut Matter. “And thanks to social media,
they’re becoming aware that ‘clean’ products are
better for their health.”
Coconut Matter’s mindful approach to beauty sees
it eschew a “dirty list” of potential toxins like aluminium
compounds, formaldehyde, parabens, silicones and talc to
feature only natural, sustainable, plant-based ingredients
in its products—with its star ingredient being organic,
fair-trade coconut oil hand-pressed by local communities
in the Solomon Islands. Its clean credentials don’t end
there; Coconut Matter is also fully vegan, cruelty-free
and uses plastic-free packaging, as seen in its bestselling deodorants, which come in innovative push-up
biodegradable cardboard tubes.

K-Beauty has exploded in popularity over the last
decade, with cult sites like Soko Glam and Althea
dedicated to bringing the best South Korean beauty
brands to the rest of the world—and these days, that
naturally includes a fair share of clean beauty lines.
A bestseller on both sites, dear, Klairs is one clean
brand that has happily ridden the crest of the K-Beauty
wave, rising from humble beginnings in Seoul in 2009 to
now being sold in over 40 countries—all without losing
sight of its founding “simple but enough” philosophy.
This means its products use only the essentials: powerful,
high-quality ingredients, with zero artificial fragrances
and colours, parabens or alcohol. Verified cruelty-free by
the Korea Animal Rights Advocates organisation, Klairs is
vegan-friendly, having reformulated signature products
like its Rich Moist Soothing Cream and Midnight Blue
Calming Cream to contain no animal-derived ingredients.
Launched in 2019, Beigic might be a newcomer to
the K-Beauty scene, but it’s also taken care to establish
firm clean foundations right off the bat. Vegan and
cruelty-free, it’s committed to avoiding what it calls
“the five negatives”—synthetic dyes and fragrances,
silicones, harsh sulfates and parabens—and instead
focusing on fair-trade, plant-based and food-grade
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“Equal, ethical and ecological” is the motto of
another Hong Kong brand, Purearth. The majority of
its ingredients are sourced from certified organic farms
in India, with handmade formulations rooted in ancient
Ayurvedic teachings based around the healing powers of
natural botanicals and minerals. Its award-winning Mitti
Raw Honey Face Masque, for instance, contains a heady
blend of skin superfoods, including nourishing cacao,
raw honey, apricot oil and hemp. Its products are also
free from the likes of petrochemicals, silicones and
synthetic colours, fragrances and additives, and are
certified cruelty-free by the global Leaping Bunny
programme. Even better, Purearth also runs a
complimentary recycling scheme to collect its glass
packaging, planting a tree for each returned bottle or jar.
Likewise, fellow home-grown clean beauty brands
Akar Skin and Skin Need are both cruelty-free, and use
only naturally derived, non-toxic ingredients certified by
EWG; their ingredient lists are designed for transparency,
with parabens, silicones, sulfates and mineral oils all
firmly vetoed. Akar draws inspiration from the purity
of organic, wild-harvested ingredients from Tibet (akar
means “white crystal” in Tibetan), with a skincare range
built around over 70 nutrient-dense superfoods such as
pumpkin seed, sea buckthorn and goji berry seed oils.
Meanwhile, Skin Need encourages customers to take
its skin analysis test and discover their own “private
formula”, building a focused regime featuring targeted
products from the brand’s fully vegan, 35-strong
product line-up to best optimise their skin health.

TAIWAN
Taiwan’s beauty scene is buzzing with great home-grown
brands—a fact that led to the creation of the Taiwan
Beauty Alliance in 2016, an initiative promoting the best
local brands to the rest of the world. Given clean beauty’s
growing international popularity, it’s not surprising
that several clean brands were selected for the alliance,
including one of its inaugural members, Yuan. Believers
in “the healing power of the land”, Yuan has its own
farm in Taiwan’s Yangmingshan National Reserve, where
it harvests the botanical and herbal ingredients that
form the bedrock of its range.
Yuan’s signature handmade soap bars feature zero
harsh chemicals or artificial preservatives, with each
showcasing a hand-picked blend of all-natural botanical
extracts and essential oils designed to tackle specific
skin concerns—think mung bean and Job’s tears for deep
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Clockwise from above: Hong Kong’s clean-beauty scene is practically overflowing with options, ranging from Skin Need
and its personalised regimens to plastic-free pioneer Coconut Matter and Ayurvedic-inspired Purearth.
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Mineral Botanica is one of the most-followed cosmetics
brands in Indonesia, with 200,000 Instagram followers.
The range is the brainchild of Anita Loeki, who revamped
her father’s 30-year-old cosmetics manufacturing
business in 2014 into the Mineral Botanica we see
today—omitting potentially harmful chemicals and
instead harnessing the restorative powers of naturally
derived minerals and botanical extracts. Baobab extract,
rich in vitamins and nutrients, has become something of
a Mineral Botanica signature and is found in many of its
products, including Twinkle Liquid Eyeshadows and
Dura Wear Liquid Foundation.
Another local success story is The Bath Box. Created
in 2013 when founder Angelinda Fransisca was looking
for an effective eczema remedy, the brand has built a
125,000-strong Instagram following—and its Goats Don’t
Lie Liquid Soap, the initial all-natural product Fransisca
developed to treat her eczema based on a homemade
recipe featuring soothing goat’s milk, shea butter and
jojoba oil, has become one of its perennial bestsellers.
The Bath Box range encompasses skin, body and haircare,
alongside makeup, all of which are free from parabens,
phthalates, sulfates and harsh detergents—while a sister
line Bloomka, a plant-based oil blend range targeted to
specific skin concerns, has just launched.

cleansing and brightening, or wild mugwort for eczema.
Another member brand making a splash is O’right,
with a clean philosophy that extends beyond its
ingredients list (which is free from parabens, phthalates,
sulfates and all the usual suspects). Its award-winning
shampoo bottles are made from biodegradable plant
waste, with seeds embedded in the bottom; plant the
bottle in soil, and the seeds will sprout and grow into
a tree as the bottle decomposes.

PHILIPPINES
Although clean beauty might seem a relatively recent
trend, Philippine brand VMV Hypoallergenics has
been flying the flag for clean ingredients for over 40
years. Dermatologist Vermén M. Verallo-Rowell started
the line after seeing frequent cases of contact acne and
skin allergies caused by the use of commercial beauty
products. After conducting in-depth clinical research,
she began formulating her own range, with VMV
becoming the first brand in the world to create its
own hypoallergenic rating system.
All 200-plus products are graded based on the number
of allergens they don’t contain, with their VH-109 label
featuring none of the 109 most commonly found allergens
in cosmetics. VMV’s entire range is free from parabens,
phthalates, preservatives, fragrances and dyes, and is
tested extensively in laboratories and on volunteers,
but never on animals—right down to accessories like
applicator brushes and sponges—to ensure only the
safest, most effective products hit the shelves.
In Her Element is a newer addition to the Philippine
beauty scene, but its ethos is similar—namely, delivering
highly effective products based around clean ingredients
with zero fillers. Started by popular beauty blogger
Liz Lanuzo, the range is strictly fragrance-, sulfate-,
paraben- and cruelty-free, and showcases active
botanically derived ingredients designed to solve specific
skincare woes—for instance, hydrating aloe leaf juice,
brightening daisy extract and antibacterial rose distillate
in its signature Rose Gel Cleanser and Serum Moisturiser.

THAIL AND

Clockwise from left: The Bath
Box is one of Indonesia’s cleanbeauty success stories; Yuan,
from Taiwan, specialises in
handmade soaps with botanical
extracts and zero chemicals;
Thailand’s Panpuri has been
so successful it has its own
collection of luxury spas.

INDONESIA
Indonesia has the fourth-largest Instagram audience in
the world, currently totalling 64 million users—meaning
a strong social-media presence is key to the success of
many of the country’s local beauty brands.
Gone are the days when clean beauty was seen
as niche; cruelty-free, paraben-free, halal-certified
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A country world-famous for its massages, Thailand is
home to plenty of excellent local spa brands—and given
their focus on holistic wellness, many boast their own
clean beauty lines too. One such example is Ryn, which
began life in the spa of Phuket’s Grand Mercure Hotel;
the custom-created products used in its treatments were
so popular that Ryn swiftly launched as a stand-alone
body-care range. Paraben-, SLS- and cruelty-free, Ryn
uses pure plant extracts and essential oils drawn from
certified organic sources, with the likes of purifying
bamboo extract, revitalising lemongrass essential oil
and antioxidant ginseng extract used in its fragrant
body washes, lotions and scrubs.
Leading homegrown wellness brand Panpuri
also has its own luxury spas—including a sprawling
Bangkok wellness retreat with five onsen-style pools,
and a sleek urban spa in Tokyo—alongside a pioneering
skincare range, which was one of the first in Thailand
to start using certified organic ingredients. Panpuri’s
products all strictly adhere to the company’s ZeroList,
which comprises more than 1,000 potentially harmful
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ingredients such as parabens, silicones, sulfates and
phthalates that will never be featured in its formulations.
Instead, the cruelty-free company showcases natural
preservatives and pure essential oils and extracts—as
highlighted by their bestselling Lotus Defense collection,
which is powered by the nourishing properties of lotus
flower, dandelion, cactus extract and red algae.

Proving natural is no longer niche, all three of these
Singaporean brands have been picked up by prominent
retailers; Rooki can be found in Orchard Road’s Design
Orchard, WANT is stocked in Robinsons department
store, and Allies of Skin now retails online worldwide
at Sephora and Net-A-Porter.

SINGAPORE

Malaysia has seen dozens of local beauty brands emerge
in the last few years, with a clean ethos underpinning
many of the new launches. Sian Chiew, founder of homegrown line Root Remedies, says that through engaging
with customers on social media, she has “noticed more
people are becoming conscious about what they put on
their skin, and our sales have been increasing as well”.
Root Remedies takes a minimalist, natural approach
to skincare, with cruelty-free products that contain no
unnecessary synthetic ingredients—for instance, any
scents come from only natural sources, like essential oils
and plant extracts, while all soaps and washes feature
zero artificial detergents or foaming agents. Ingredients
are sourced from Malaysia wherever possible, including
beeswax and minimally processed virgin coconut oil
from ethically run, local farms.
Sharing Root Remedies’ belief that the best
ingredients come from the Earth is another Malaysian
brand, The Mineraw. Created by Jidienne Ibañez after
seeing the positive effects that natural ingredients had
on her skin, all products contain a maximum of five
ingredients each, and are free from harsh chemicals like
alcohols, petrochemicals, parabens, sulfates and silicones.
Instead, raw, vegan, consciously sourced and crueltyfree ingredients rule the roost—such as in its bestselling
Glow Serum, which features a revitalising blend of jojoba,
rosehip seed, rose geranium, tea tree and vitamin E oils.

“Consumers are way more educated these days about
ingredients and concerned about what they put on their
skin,” says Winona Tan, founder of Singaporean natural
line WANT Skincare. As a result, Tan’s handcrafted,
cruelty-free range takes a minimalist approach to
its ingredients, focusing on “nature’s treasures” like
cleansing raw honey and regenerating rosehip oil,
and featuring zero synthetic preservatives, colours or
fragrances. Omitting water from its formulations also
minimises the brand’s carbon footprint, while up to 90%
of WANT’s ingredients are certified organic and fair trade.
A similar respect for Mother Nature lies behind
fellow Singapore-born, cruelty-free skincare brand
Rooki Beauty. Founder Hayley Teo has based all her
products around the restorative powers of natural
superfoods, while eliminating chemicals like parabens,
sulfates and artificial fragrances. “Asia is rich in natural
resources and home to a treasure trove of indigenous
ingredients—these ingredients are extremely pristine
and pure, which makes them a perfect choice for clean
beauty products,” Teo explains. Rooki’s signature
Circadian Fixer Hydro Drops serum, for instance, features
a calming blend of eight Asian superfoods, including
inflammation-reducing centella and Chinese skullcap.
Meanwhile, Allies of Skin has constructed its
line around clinically proven actives; its Mandelic
Pigmentation Corrector Night Serum, for example,
contains a potent blend of mandelic, lactic and salicylic
acid, alongside seven other antioxidants and peptides.
Despite focusing on ingredients that wouldn’t sound
out of place in a chemistry textbook, it still takes a
firmly clean approach to formulations—its whole range
is PETA-certified as cruelty-free, while potentially
harmful chemicals like silicones, sulfates, mineral oils,
and synthetic dyes and fragrances are also excluded.
Its success has led to the creation of a more affordable,
youth-targeted spin-off line, Purposeful Skincare
by Allies, which shares all the same squeaky-clean
credentials as its parent brand.

Clockwise from below: Singapore’s WANT Skincare takes a minimalist,
water-free approach; Rooki Beauty, also from Singapore, is based on
natural superfoods; Malaysia’s Root Remedies sources ingredients close
to home wherever possible, including beeswax and coconut oil.

MAL AYSIA
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